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Geometric Algebra for Combinatorial Geometries 
ANDREAS W. M. DRESS AND WALTER WENZEL 
Given a combinatorial geometry (or “matroid”) M, detined on a finite set E, a 
certain abelian group % = T,,, associated with M in a canonical fashion, is 
investigated. It is shown that T can be defined in terms of generators and relations 
in many possible ways, reflecting in an algebraic form the possibility of defining 
matroids in terms of either bases or hyperplanes or circuits or ,., and the com- 
binatorial relations between these items. In addition, it is explained how T controls 
the representability of M as well as properties like regularity, binarity, ternarity. 
orientability etc. aad how it relates to the universal representation ring of M. 
Further applications of this concept, relating it to (the highly non-trivial part of) 
Tutte’s homotopy theory for matroids and to matroids with coefficients are 
indicated and will be discussed in subsequent papers. 1’ 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
As it is well known, not every combinatorial geometry or “matroid” can 
be coordinatized over some commutative field or ring. Hence, to study and 
to develop the geometric algebra of combinatorial geometries similar to 
what has been done for incidence geometries a long time ago (cf. [A] for 
a modern account) it is necessary to look for more appropriate algebraic 
invariants. In this note a first step in this direction is presented. More 
precisely, we associate with any matroid M, defined on a finite set E, a cer- 
tain finitely generated abelian group 7T,,, which in view of its close relations 
to the fundamental ideas brought into matroid theory by W. T. Tutte 30 
years ago we have christened the Tuttr-group of M. The first significant and 
rather pleasant result concerning this group is that it can be defined by 
generators and relations in many possible ways, using either the bases of M 
or its hyperplanes or its circuits or . . as a starting point, thus reflecting in 
an algebraic form the fundamental geometric and combinatorial relations 
between these basic constituents of matroid theory (Section 1). In Section 2 
we introduce a certain important factor group f,, of U,,. called the 
truncated Tutte-group. In the next section the relationship between the 
Tutte-group of a matroid M and its representability is discussed which 
allows us to identify the universal representation ring of M with a certain 
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canonical factor ring of the integral group ring Z[T M] of UM. In addition, 
it is shown that one can read of whether or not M is ternary (i.e., represent- 
able over [F,) in a surprisingly simple way from the structure of the trun- 
cated Tutte-group P,,,-a fact which will be used in [Wl ] to give a new 
proof of the criterion for ternarity in terms of excluded minors, proved 
independently by Bixby and Seymour (cf. [B, S]). In the next section, for 
any minor M’ of M an essentially canonical homomorphism T,,, -+ U, 
will be defined. Actually, it will be the kernels and cokernels of these 
homomorphisms which are studied in [Wl] in great detail, and it is here 
where the elementary as well as the highly non-trivial parts of Tutte’s 
homotopy theory, developed in [T], will be used and reinterpreted in an 
algebraic form, motivating the name Tutte-group for T,. 
In the following sections it will be shown how U, can be computed from 
the Tutte-groups of the connected components of M, how U,,, can be used 
to characterize orientable matroids, and that to any algebraic representa- 
tion of M, one can associate a canonical homomorphism from U, into the 
multiplicative group Q *, of positive rational numbers. 
Finally, in the last section the structure of the Tutte-group of uniform 
matroids is completely determined, where, as usual, a matroid M of rank n, 
defined on E is called uniform, if every subset of cardinality n is a base. 
In three forthcoming papers a much more detailed study of the structure 
of the Tutte-group of a matroid will be presented: [Wl] gives a complete 
determination of the truncated Tutte-group of a matroid, from which-as 
mentioned already-a new and rather conceptual proof for Bixby’s and 
Seymour’s characterization of ternary matroids in terms of excluded minors 
will follow: in [W2] relations between the Tutte-groups of two matroids, 
defined on the same set E will be studied, while [W3] presents examples 
which show that the structure of the non-truncated Tutte-group U,,, may 
be much more complicated than the structure of f ,,,, e.g., that any finite 
abelian group can occur as a subgroup of some U, while the torsion 
subgroup of PM is of order at most 2. 
Finally, the relations between the Tutte-group of a matroid and the 
theory of matroids with coefficients as explained in [Dl] will be 
expounded in [DW]. 
1. VARIOUS WAYS TO DEFINE THE TUTTE-GROUP OF A MATROID 
Let A4 denote a matroid defined on the finite set E. Let 3 = gM denote 
the set of its bases, 9 = PM the set of its hyperplanes, %? = gM the set of 
its circuits, p = pM its rank function, and o = c,,, its closure operator. 
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Furthermore, let n := p(E) denote the rank of M and r= T&, the base 
graph of M which by definition has 8 as its set of vertices and 
A?(2’:={fA,B)IA,BEL& #(AnB)=n-l] 
as its set of edges. 
Let A,, AZ, A, E&? be the vertices of a triangle in r, and let 
D = A, n A2 n A,. Then exactly one of the following two cases holds: 
(1) # (D) = n - 1; that means, there are pairwise different elements 
a,,a,,a,~E with A,=Du (a,) for 16id3. 
(2) #(D) =n - 2; that means, there are pairwise different elements 
a,,az,u,~EwithA,=Du{ai,a,+,)forimod3. 
If # (D) = n - nr for m E ( 1, 2 ), then the triangle will be called a triangle of 
the m th kind in I-. 
A quadrangle in r with vertices A,, Al, A,, A, will be called pure if 
D := A, n A, equals A, n A, and has cardinality n - 2; that means, the 
diagonals are no edges in r. Then there are pairwise different elements 
a,, a,, u3, U,EE with A,= Du {~,,a~+,} for imod4. Such a quadrangle 
will be called degenerate, if at least one of the sets B, = D u {a,, u3} and 
B2=Du (a,,~,) is not a base of M. Otherwise the six bases 
A,, A,, A,, A,, B,, B, are the vertices of an octahedron in r, and each 
octahedron in r is obtained in this way. Note that M is binary if and only 
if every quadrangle in r is degenerate. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let [F,, denote the (multiplicatively written) free 
abelian group generated by the symbols E and X,,,, for (A, B} E 4P2’. Let 
06, denote the subgroup of [F, generated by E’ and all elements of the 
form 
x 4.B .XB, 4 for {A B’ E@“, ’ I 
& m ~ 1 . X.4,.,42 . X.42.A) X/I&,4, if A,, A,, A, are the vertices of a triangle 
and 
ofthemthkind(mE{1,2}), 
X .41..42 . x,43. .4J if A,, A,, A,, A, form a 
degenerate quadrangle. 
Then the Tutte-group U, of A4 is defined by 
TM := ~.~I/~,. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let E$ denote the free abelian group generated by the 
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symbols E and Xtu,, . u,, for {a,, . . . . a,} E.%?, and let Wz denote the 
subgroup generated by s2 and all elements of the form 
6 J-k% .., a,) . x,,:,, qn,, . . 
for {a,, . . . . a,} E S?, r an odd permutation in C,, 
and 
x (Ul, . 4-2, hl, c,l ’ x,w . . a,-~, h2. (.I) 
G:, . onm2, b,, c2) . xii:. . an-l, II?. c,) 
if {a,, . . . . unP2, bi,c,}E~fori,j~{1,2), 
but {a,, . . . . a,-,, b,, b2} $99. 
Then Tz is defined by 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let IF$ denote the free abelian group generated by the 
symbols E and X,,, for HE Z? and a E E\H, and let W$ denote the 
subgroup generated by E’ and all elements of the form 
forH,,H2,H,E&‘,L=H,nH2nH,=H,nHjfori#j,p(L)=n-2and 
a,E H,\L for in { 1, 2, 3). Then the extended Tutte-group JJ$ of M is 
defined by 
lj-“‘ .- M .- F-gW”,. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let [FL denote the free abelian group generated by the 
symbols E and X,., for a E CE %?, and let WL denote the subgroup 
generated by a2 and all elements of the form 
E . xc,,w . x&j J-c*,aj . X&to, xc,,a, J-F,‘,, 
for C,,C,,C,E%‘, D=C,uC2uC,=CiuCjfor i#j, p(D)=#(D)-2 
and a,~ D\Ci for in (1,2,3 >. Then Tz is defined by 
u; := lF:pK;,. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let IF r,‘) denote the free abelian group generated by 
the symbols E and X,H,C,a, for HEZ, CE%, #(C\H)=2, and aEC\H, 
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and let W’$,’ ) denote the subgroup generated by c2 and all elements of the 
form 
x (H.C,o) .XW...h, for HEX, CE%, C\H= {a, h); 
x IH.CI.“) ‘JfG/:c2.u, for HEX, C,, C,E%‘, 
aEF=C,\H=C7\H, #(F)=2; 
X (HI.C~.rr) . f4&u, for H,, HzeYX, CE%, 
aEF=C\H,=C\H,. #(F)=2; 
E’X,H, Ca?)‘X,H2.C..a1)‘X,M~.C.u,, . . 
for H,,H,,H,EZ, L=H,nHznH,=H,nHi for i#j, p(L)=n-2, 
u,EH,\L for in {l, 2, 3}, CE$?‘, C\H,= {Q.~, uk} for ii, j,k) = {l, 2, 3); 
X (H.Cl.W) ‘X,H.(.2.a,).X,H.C3,ul) 
for C,, C,, C,EW, D=C, uC,vC,=C,vC, for i#j, p(D)= #(D)-2, 
a,~D\c; for iE {1,2, 3), HEX, C,\H= {a,,~,) for {i, j, k) = {I, 2, 3). 
Finally, U ‘,“*” ’ is defined by 
T’.‘Y,%t’ ._ [Fyyo;1‘3’~ M .- 
Conventions. Let v: IF, ++ U,W, r,: Ff, ++ Tf,, 11~: lF$ + II:, v2*: 
lF; + II;, and v3: EiT’.‘) -++ U(.*.” denote the canonical epimorphisms. .M 
Furthermore, we put 
E - V(E), Ef, = VI(E), &;tYI = V?(E), EL = V;(E), E’f’“’ = Vj(E); M- 
T A,B - 4XA.B) for [A, B) E #r’, 
T ,u ,,..., rr,)=vI(x,u I,.., un,) for [u,, . . . . a,] E $?I, 
T H,u = V,(XH,u) for HEX, UEE\H, 
Tc,, = v:(xc,,) for UECE%, 
T,H,C..~,=V~(X,H,(:~)) for HEX,CEW, #(C\H)=~,UEC\H. 
The following first result, which establishes a correspondence between 
the Tutte-group of a matroid A4 and its dual M*, is almost trivial. Let W* 
and X* denote the circuits and hyperplanes of M*, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) The isomorphism cp,: [F,&, C [F,., defined hi 
(P,(E) = E: 
‘PI(XA,B)=E’X,,.,,.,~ ,for {A, B} E B”‘, 
induces an isomorphism (p, : T,w + U,+,. 
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(ii) The isomorphisms cpz: IF E c [Fz. and cp;: IF% c lF$, 
defined hq 
v%(E) = ET 
cp2(J-m) = J-E\,H.a for HE%, aE E\H. 
(P;(E) = 8, 
cpi(J-c-4) = XE\C,a for aECE%, 
induce isomorphisms Cpz: U.z c TM,: and @;:a’; + U$. 
(iii) The isomorphism (p3: lFiy,“” c IF$*,K*‘, defined by 
q%(E) = E; 
cp~(X,H.C,al)=&.X,E\C,E\H.u) 
for HE%‘, CE%?, #(C\H)=2,aEC\H, 
induces an isomorphism Cp3: U!$.it“ b Us*,'*'. 
Proof (i) A 1, A,, A, are the vertices of a triangle of the m th kind in 
rM if and only if E\A,, E\A,, E\A, are the vertices of a triangle of the 
(3-m)th kind in I’,, for rnE (1, 2). Furthermore, A,, A,, A,, A, form a 
degenerate quadrangle in rM if and only if E\A,, E/A,, E\A,, E\A, also 
form a degenerate quadrangle in I’,, Therefore (i) follows. 
(ii) and (iii) are clear by the above definitions. 1 
Before studying the relations between the above definitions we want to 
prove three simple but important lemmata. To state the first one we put 
T B,B= 1 for every BE~?I. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume DGE, #(D)=p(D)=n-1, m32, anda ,,..., a,,,, 
h , , . . . . 6, E E\a(D). Then for any permutation z E Z,,, we have 
ii T,,ta,wuih,j= ii T~u~.,wuvw,,j. (1.1 
i= I i=l 
ProoJ: Since C, is generated by its transpositions, it suffices to show 
T Al.BI . TA,,B, = TA,, Bj. T.w, (l.la 
for a,,a,,b,,b,EE\a(D) and A,=Du{a,}, B,=Du{b,} (iE{1,2)). 
Without loss of generality we may assume AI #A, and B, # B,. First of all 
let us consider the case A, = B, . If also A, = B,, then 
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Otherwise A,, Al, Bz form a triangle of the first kind in r, which yields 
T .4l.B! . T.~:,B? = T.~?.B~ = T.4?.,4, T,~,.B: = T,4,~B2 . T.42.B,. 
So (l.la) is proved in case A, = B,. 
By symmetry, we can suppose for the rest of the proof that 
A,, A?, B,, B1 are pairwise different. Then A,, B,, B, and A?, B,. B, form 
triangles of the first kind in I-, which implies 
T .4,.81 T.J,,B:= T.I,,B?. T~,,~,. T.~:.E+= T.,,,,; T,,,,,. i 
LEMMA 1.2. Assulrre DcE, p(D)=#(D)=rz-2, and let a,,az,a,, 
uq E E\o(D) he pairwise different such that A, := D u {u,, a,, , ) is a base of 
M for i mod 4. Then Lije have 
T .4,,,42 . TAG,, T-z,,,, T.4,. A, = 1. (1.2) 
Proof. Equation (1.2) is clear if A i, A,, A,, A, form a degenerate 
quadrangle. In the remaining case A := D u {I, a3 ). is a base of M. Then 
A,, A, A, and A,, A, A, form triangles of the first kind, while A,. A,, A 
and A, A,, A, form triangles of the second kind in I-. So we get 
T .41.A2 ’ T~>..43 . TA>. 44 TA~.A, = T,ql,,42 . TA2,.4 . TA..d, T,,,.d, . TA4.,d, 
=& ‘, . TA,.A TA.A~ T,4,,,..,, = 1. I 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume H,,H,EX, p(H,nH,)=n-2, a.beE\(H, uH,), 
andp((H,nH,)u\‘a,hj)=n-1. Then whaw 
T T,‘, = TH,., T&. 4.” 7, (1.3) 
Proof: Put H := o((H, n H,) v (a, h} ), and choose ai E Hi\( H, n H,) 
for iE (1,2). Then one has 
1 = E$~ . T,,., . TH,t 02 . T~.oz G.‘u, Ttem T,:., (1.3a) 
and 
l=E,X.T~,,~.TTH,l,,,.T~,ul.T~ll,.TH,o,.T~lh. , _ ,‘ _. 2. (1.3b) 
So (1.3) follows by multiplying the right hand side of (1.3a) with the 
inverse of the right hand side of (1.3b). 1 
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THEOREM 1.1. The homomorphism $ 1 : IF,,,, -+ lJ’t , defined by 
ICId4=eP 
Ic/l(XAJJ = T,a,, . u,-l.a). T,: ._.., a,-,. /I) 
for A = {a,, . . . . a,-,, a}, B= {a,, . . . . a,-,, b}, 
induces a monomorphism Ic/ 1 : T,,, G UC. 
If furthermore B1 : U$ ++ Z is the obviously well-defined epimorphism 
given by 
B,(& = 0, 81(T,,,,.....J = 1 for {aI3 . . 
then the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
o-U,=%TpL n--+ 0. 
In particular 
TfpU,XZ. 
Proof: First of all $r is well defined and we have 
IC/I(~,)=kerBl, 
a,) E% 
(1.4) 
(1.4a) 
because the base graph rM is connected. So we have to show that 
K,,,= ker $,. At first we prove that K,Eker +,. Clearly ti1(s2) = 
(EZ)~ = 1. Furthermore, by definition we have II/r(X,,, .X,,,) = 1 for every 
{A, B} E Bc2). Now assume that A,, A,, A, are the vertices of a triangle of 
the first kind in r, say A,=Du(a,} for l<i<3 and D={e,,...,e,-,}. 
Then we get 
=iid3 (Tlul,.-..e”~I,a,).T~,1. . r,-l,o,+,,)= 1. 
If A 1, A,, A, are the vertices of a triangle of the second kind in r, for 
instance, Ai=Du {aiPl, ai} for imod and D= {e,, . . ..e.-,}, we get 
similarly 
=ei. n (T,e I...., r,w,.u,dT~,‘,..., r.-z.rr,,a,+,)) 
imod 
= K34. I-I CT,=, . . . . . e-,-Z,0 1-1, a,). TIT,‘,..., r.-*,a,,a,+,)) = 1. 
imod 
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Now let A r, A,, A,, A, form a degenerate quadrangle in f, for instance, 
A;=Du {~,,a~+~~ ’ for i mod 4 and D = {e, , . . . . r, ,}. Then we obtain 
$1 (X/l,,,, X4,4) 
= T,, I...., r,c>.uz.u,). T,;,‘,.., en-:,q.<,i, 
. T,,,. . ‘n-3, u4. <II) . T,,,‘. ,C,~2.cL4,~11 
= T te I.... ‘“d.L’,.dT~,’ . . t’nm2.“3.“2b 
T,‘,,. c-2. “3, 04) . T,;,‘, en->. <I,, cl?). 
So by definition of W$ we have $,(X,4,.Az.XA3,Aq)= 1, because 
(e,, . . . . enp2, a,,a,}$9or {e ,,..., en 2,a,,a,j$g. 
It remains to show that ker $ r G K,. This will follow from Maurer’s 
Homotopy theorem stated in [M, Sect. 51. 
Let F denote the directed graph whose set of vertices 9 consists of all 
sequences (a,, . . . . a,) E E” with (a,, . . . . a,} E 93 and whose set K of directed 
edges contains exactly the pairs ((a,, . . . . a,), (b,, . . . . h,)) such that either 
there exists a transposition T with b, = u,,;~ for 1 < i < II or ui = h, for 
lbi<n--1, u,#b,. Let F:K-+T, denote the map given by 
F((a,, . . . . a,), (%I,, “‘7 a,,,,)) = EM 
for (a,, . . . . u,)E~ and a transposition FEZ,; 
F((~,,...,u,~~,,u),(u,,...,u,~,,b)) 
= T:q. . cl-,. u:. /cl,, . ..u. ,,hl 
for u a, 1 .“> a, I > u}, {a,, . . . . a,-,, b).} ~28’~). 
Then the definition of K,,,, Lemma 1.1, Lemma 1.2, and Maurer’s 
Homotopy theorem show that there exists a map F: & + T,w such that 
F((a,, . . . . a,), (b, > . . . . b,))=F(u ,,..., u,).F(bl ,..., b,)-’ 
for all edges ((a,, . . . . a,), (b,, . . . . 6,)) E K. For more details, including a new 
simple proof of Maurer’s Homotopy theorem, see [DW, Sect. 81. 
Pin turn induces a homomorphism (0,: iF”, --t T,bf, defined by 
u’(E) = EM, 
W,(X~,,...,,~))=~(u,, ‘.‘1 a,) for (a,, . . . . a,) E 33. 
By the definition of W$ it is clear that w, induces a homomorphism 
‘11:‘;+‘M with ~~0 $, = v. This proves the rest of the theorem. 1 
Before stating the next theorem we want to show 
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LEMMA 1.4. Assume HEX, D,, D,z E, #(D,)=n- 1, and o(D,)= H 
for iE { 1,2}. Choose a, bE E\H with a # b, and put A, = D,u [a>, 
Bi= D,u {b). for iE (1,2}. Then 
T AI.& - T,z,.,. 
Proof Put D = D, n D,. Since the base graph of the restriction MI H is 
connected, we may assume #(D)=n-2. So we have D,=Du {c), 
Dz = D u {d} with c # d. Thus 
A,=Du(a,c},B,=Du{c,b},B,=Du{b,dJ,A,=Du(d,a}. 
Since CT( D u {c, d > ) = H, the bases A,, B, , B2, A, form a degenerate quad- 
rangle, which proves the lemma. 1 
THEOREM 1.2. The homomorphism 11/2 : IF, -+ T,$. defined bv 
$*(&I = cl> 
~2(XA.B)=To,,4nB,.o.T~(fir\Bl.h for A=(AnB)u{aj, 
B=(AnB)u {bl, 
induces a monomorphism tj2 : U, 4 U$ If furthermore /?z : T$ -W Z,” is 
the well-defined epimorphism given bl 
PA&$) := 0, 
B2(TH.u):=(~H:~~~:H’~~~‘) for HEX,~EE\H, 
then the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
In particular 
U~zU,xZX. 
Proof: First of all we observe that evidently 
IC12PM) = ker P2. 
(ISa) 
So the theorem will follow once we have shown H, = ker tiz. Let us start 
by verifying K, G ker $*. Trivially 11/2(~2) = (EC)’ = 1. Furthermore, by 
definition we have $2(XA,B. A’,.) = 1 for any {A, B} E gf2’. 
Now assume that A,, A,, A3 are the vertices of a triangle of the first 
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kind in r, for instance, A, = D u ,a,, ( ’ for l<i<3 and #(D)=n-1. 
Putting H= a(D), we obtain 
If A,, A,, A, are the vertices of a triangle of the second kind in f, for 
instance, A, = D u {u,, u (+,) for imod and #(D)=~I-2, we get, by 
putting H, = (T( D u [us ) ), 
because H,, H,, H, are pairwise different. 
Now let A,, A,, A,, A, form a degenerate quadrangle in I-, say Ai= 
Du (a,, a ,+,I for imod and #(D)=n-2. Let H,=a(Du(a,)) for 
1 <id4. Then 
So in case H, = H, we get at once $2(XA1,,4?. A,.,++) = 1. In case H, # H, 
the set Du {a,,~,> is a base of M, and hence, by assumption, 
Du (a,, ~3) cannot be a base. So in this case Lemma 1.3 yields 
wK!,,A, ‘XA3,.4J = 1. 
The proof of the theorem will be finished if we have constructed a 
homomorphism qz: $,(F,)-+T,, such that v~,‘$~=v. We construct a 
homomorphism We : ker& 7 v,) -+ T,,, by 
to,(e) = E,b*, 
~~,(X,,, . , /I’,‘,)= T .A.B for u#h,ifA=Du{u}andB=Du(hj 
for a base D of MI H. 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4 show immediately that o, is well defined. We wish to 
show W$ c ker w2. Clearly w2(c2) = E:, = 1. Let L be a hyperline in M, and 
let a,, a,, u3 E E\L be such that the three hyperplanes H, = a(Lu {a,}), 
1 < i < 3, are pairwise different. If D is a base of A4 L, then we get by 
putting A,=Du (a,,~,,,) for imod 
W2(& .(XH,.“2 Qc/,:J. (XH,.cq ‘X&J (XHl.ol ‘-q&N 
E.M. T.d,,il, . T.4:. 41 T,,,,, = 1, 
because A,, Az, A, are the vertices of a triangle of the second kind 
in I7 So o2 induces a homomorphism q2: rj2(F,+,) --f U,&,, and we get 
v20$2=v. 1 
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Theorem 1.2 justifies the notation “extended Tutte-group” for U$. 
In the following, for any TG E with p(T) = # (T) - 1 we denote by C(T) 
the unique circuit contained in T. Combining Theorem 1.2 and Proposi- 
tion 1.1 we get immediately 
THEOREM 1.2*. The homomorphism $: : F, + 8%, defined by 
$:(4=$, 
~2*(X.4,B)=&rR.TC.,AvB,,a.T~,IA,B,,h for A=(AuB)\{aj, 
B=(AuB)\{b} 
induces a monomorphism $t : U, C T$. Iffurthermore p:: U”, -++ 27% 
is the well-defined epimorphism given by 
/32*(&L) := 0, P2*(Tc.,):=(6c:~‘-*Z:C’~~~‘) for aECE@, 
then the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
In particular 
Finally, we have 
(lSa)* 
THEOREM 1.3. The homomorphism I/J~ : F, + T’/.“, defined by 
l+bj(&) = &;y’, 
$3(X.4.L3)= TkTwnB),CIAuB),a) f or {A, B} E g(2), .(a} = A \B, 
is surjective and induces an isomorphism 
l/b3: u,, + Ty-‘. 
Proof. At first we show K,,,G ker $j. Clearly ti3(s2) = (E$,“)~= 1. 
Furthermore, by the definition of K!$.” we get 
$I(XA,B .X,,,)= 1 for any {A, B} E L@2). 
If A,, A,, A, are the vertices of a triangle of the first kind in r, say 
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Ai= D u {a,} for 1 <i< 3 and #(D) = n - 1, we obtain, by writing 
H= a(D), 
Icl3(X4,,/l? . XA2..4i X&4,) 
= Tw.m,uA>,.il,, .T,H.~.,~~~,.4,).a~).T,H,~.(.4~u.4,~.n~1=~. 
in view of the definition of Won’t”. 
Now let A,, AZ, A 3 be the vertices of a triangle of the second kind in r, 
say Ai=Du{a,,a,+,] for imod and #(D)=n-2. Putting 
H,=a(Du {ai)) for 161’63 and C=C(Du (~~,a~,a,)-) we get 
ME Xa,,.4L XAI,.4, . X.4,.,4,) 
I R.% I = I: ,i, Tw~.c,<,,, T,f,?.c,ciz,. T,,,.,:,,, = 1 
If A,, A 2, A,, A, form a degenerate quadrangle in r, for instance, Ai = 
D u {a,, ui+ ,} for i mod 4 and #(D) = n - 2, we obtain, with H, = 
a(Du (ui}) for 1 di<4, 
If Du {a,, u3) is not a base, we have C(,4,uAz)=C(A,uA,), because 
both sets must be contained in D u (aI, a3 >. If D u [a,, a, )- is not a base, 
then H,= H4. So in both cases it turns out that $3(Xd,,,-1, .X,,,~,,,)= 1 by 
the definition of W\r.” ), because 
C(A, uA2)\H,=C(A,uA,)\H,= {a,, u3;. 
Up to now we have proved K, G ker $j. 
By Theorem 1.2, the proof of Theorem 1.3 is finished if we have shown 
that a well-defined homomorphism 0: al;;‘.” I -+ U$ is given by 
WT,,.,,,) = TH,, . T,:, for HEX, CE%, C\H= {a, h).. 
But this follows immediately from the definitions of Kiy,“’ and W$ and 
from Lemma 1.3 by using that for any FG E with #(F) = 2, for any 
H,, H,EA?, and for every CE%’ with F= C\H, = C\H, there exist nz~ N 
and hyperplanes K,, . . . . K,,, E 2 with K, = H,, K,,, = H,, p(KiP, n Ki) = 
n-2 for 1 < i<m, and C\K,= F for O< i<m: just apply the exchange 
property with respect to two bases {a,, . . . . a,, a,, , , . . . . a, ,, a,} and 
(a,, . . . . a,, b,+,, . . . . b,- ,r an; satisfying {a,, . . . . a,} = Cn H, = Cn H,, 
H,=a({a, ,..., a,~.,)), H?=a({u ,,..., a,,!~,, ,,..., bnml)), and U,EF and 
use induction with respect to ?I - Y. 
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In view of the Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.2*, and 1.3, we identify each TE T,,, ---- 
with its images under the monomorphisms 11/, $1, @r, ti3. So in the sequel 
T,, is a subgroup of any one of the groups TM, ’ T$ 9 and BL. Furthermore 
U M = Tg,“. In particular, from now on 
EM = EC = E;t: = EIf = $y 3% ‘. 
At the end of this section we want to consider a particular subgroup of U,. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let @: U-fj -+ Z.* x Z” be the obviously well-defined 
homomorphism given by 
@(EM) := 0, @(T,,.) := (6,, Sal for HEX, aE E‘\H. 
Then U$' = ker @ will be called the inner Tutte-group of M. 
By the definition of @ it is clear that UE’ c U,. In the following theorem 
O(Tz) will be computed. 
THEOREM 1.4. Put m = #(E), h = #(X), and let MI E,, . . . . MI E, be 
the connected components of the matroid M as defined in [We, Chap. 51. 
For 1 <r<= we put 
~={HE~~H~E\E,}={HEXIE,\H#@}, 
m,= #(E,), h,= #(A$), and 
s,= f@gd";xZEr 
i 
,;. f(H)= 1 g(x) 
‘; E E, 
Finally we put S = @ f =, S,. Then we have 
Proox Since S, g Zmt+hrP’ for 1 d r 6 z, we clearly have 
m+h-z SETZ 
(1.6) 
If 1 < r < 2, a E E,, and HE X is such that a $ H, then HE z. This means 
@( TH,a) E S, and therefore @(a",) G S. It remains to show that S,. c @(UC) 
for l&r<‘,-. For aEE, and HE% we put L,(H, a) :=(6,, 6,). Then 
L,(H, a) E S,, and S, is generated by all L,(H, a) satisfying a E E,, HE 2,. 
So the theorem will follow, if we have shown 
L(H, a) 6 W$) for HEe,aEE,nH. 
Let b E E,\H. The connected matroid (MI E,)* contains a circuit C with 
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{LZ, b} _c C’, and therefore there exists a hyperplane H’ E <K, for which 
u, b E E,\H’. So we obtain 
Combining the previous theorems we obtain: 
THEOREM 1.5. The following sequences qf ahelian groups ure exact : 
(1.7a) 
where $:Un,+LE is defined hy (I/(&):=0 and *(T,quu.Avb):=Sa-bh. 
E/- denotes the set of connected components of E, and 5: ZE + Z’j. maps 
uny c : E -+ Z to the map (;I E/ 5 -+ Z : C(F) := EC, t P c(e). Furthermore we 
haoe 
Hence, to summarize the results of this section, one knows the structure 
of every group U,,,,, U$, Uf,, UK,,, U(z.%), and Tji’, whenever the structure 
of any one of these groups has been computed. 
2. THE TRUNCATED TIJTTE-GROUP OF A MATROID 
In this section we want to consider a certain factor group of the Tutte- 
group. In the sequel for any set S and any m E N we denote by P”,(S) the 
system of subsets of S with exactly nz elements. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The octahedral subgroup of T, is the group W ,,, 
generated by all elements of the form 
for which A,, A,, AI, A, form a pure non-degenerate quadrangle in I-&,. 
By definition it is clear that W, is a subgroup of U!:‘. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Put 
f,h, := u,/w,, r$. := ugw,, TC := %~/W,, 
ir; := U~/W,, qy := T$#3l,. 
P, will be called the truncated Tutte-group, P.$ the extended truncated 
Tutte-group, and T$’ the inner truncated Tutte-group of M. 
Propositon 1 .l and Theorem 1.5 yield at once 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any matroid A4 we have 
w,~~w,*,f,~~D,*,t~~~~*,ii~‘~~~!. 
Furthermore, by the theorems of the last section, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) W, is the subgroup of Uz generated by all 
elements of the form 
f which all 
ii(b,, b,, cl, cz)) 
six sets (a,, . ..+ a,-,, d,, d,} with {d,, d,} E 
are bases of M. 
(ii) W, is the subgroup of Uz generated by all elements of the form 
EM. H,.a T . T,,:, . TH2.b. T,;,, 
for which H,, H, E 2, p(H, n Hz) = n -2, a, b E E\(H, v H,), and 
p((H, nH2)u {a, b})=n. 
(iii) W, is the subgroup of Uz generated by all elements of the form 
EM . T c,,u T,‘b . Tc2,b T,:o 
for which C,,C,E%, p(C,vC2)=#(CIvC2)-2, a,bECInC2, and 
(C, u C,)\{a, b} is independent. 
Moreover, we get with our previous notations 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any matroid A4 we have 
(i) Dh,zi7f)xZm-‘, 
(ii) iJ$ E P, x Z, 
(iii) r$ z BM x Z”, 
(iv) Ii; S f, x 8%. 
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Conuenlion. If UXe (T,,, U$, U,X,, S’i,, U$‘i, then for any TET,~ we 
denote its image in TX = U Y/W n, by T. In particular, E,k, will be the image 
Of EM. 
If M is binary, r,,, does not contain octahedra, so W M = { 11.. In other 
words: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume M is hinury. Then 
~~,=u,~,,~“,=u~,,9;~=u:~,T~,=u~,,Bjp,’=u~~’. 
In a forthcoming paper (cf. [W3]) it will be shown that there are non- 
binary matroids M for which W M = { 11, too. For example, one can take 
the projective plane over the field 2/3Z 
3. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE TUTTE-GROUP OF 
REPRESENTABLE MATROIDS 
We continue with our previous notations and conventions. Furthermore 
let R denote a commutative ring with 1 E R and R* the group of units. The 
elements of R” will be viewed as columns. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The matroid M is said to be representable over R, if the 
following equivalent conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a map f‘: E + R” with 
det(f(e,), .-. .f , )E fi , if (e,, . ..) e,) E2 (3.1) 
I I if {e, ,..., e,,)$J. 
(ii) For every hyperplane HE .sY there exists a function 
fH: E+ R* u (0) such that 
f‘,‘((O))=H for every HE .X; (3.2a) 
if H,, HZ, H, E 31c are pairwise distinct and H, n H, n H, is 
a hyperline, then there are c,, c2, c? E R* satisfying 
C1..f~,+Cz.fHz+C3.fH1-0. (3.2b) 
A map f as in (i) is called a representation of M over R. (fHJHE .H will be 
called a s>‘stem of hyperplarte functions for M and R, if (3.2a) and (3.2b) 
hold. A representation f of M over R and a system (fHJHs JT of hyperplane 
functions for M and R will be called related, if for any HE X there exists 
a base {a,,,, . . . . a +-, ) of MI H and some c,, E R* satisfying 
fH(a)=cH’det(f‘(aH.I), . ..rf(a.,.,, I )..fta)) forall aEE. (3.3) 
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Two representations f, g: E + R” of M over R will be called equivalent, 
denoted by f E g, if there exists some A E CL,(R) satisfying 
A .f(a) = g(a) for all aE E. 
Two systems (fHIHtJY., (gHjHEX of hyperplane functions for M and R 
will be called equivalent if for every HE Yx; there exists some cH E R* such 
that 
fH--H.gtP 
Remarks. (i) Assume (fH)HE ,% is a system of hyperplane functions for 
M and R. If 3 = jb, , . . . . b,,] is a base of M and Hi=a(B\jb,)) for 
1 < i < n, then the function f: E -+ R” given by 
f(a) := ‘(fH,(a), . . . . f&a)) for aEE (3.4) 
is a representation of M related to (fH)HE Jy. 
(ii) Two representations J g: E + R” of M are equivalent if and only 
if there is some system (fH),,E Jy of hyperplane functions for M and R 
related to both f and g. 
(iii) Similarly two systems (fH)HE .%, (g,),, x’ of hyperplane func- 
tions for M and R are equivalent if and only if there is some representation 
f of M over R related to both (fH)HEX and (g,),, X. 
The following results give some of the motivations for our definition of 
the Tutte-group. In particular, they explain why this abelian group is 
written multiplicatively. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be representable over R. Assume f: E -+ R” is a 
representation and ( fH)HE x is a system of hyperplane functions for M and 
R, related to f: 
(i) The homomorphism F: IF: + R* defined by 
F(E) := - 1, (3Sa) 
F(;(x,.,) := fH(a) for HE 2’, a E E\H (3Sb) 
induces a homomorphism cp = F: UC + R*. 
(ii) The homomorphism rf: T, + R* given bJ 
rf(EM) := - 1, (3.6a) 
rf(Ta.d :=det(f(e,), . . ..f(e.-l),f(a)).det(f(e,), ...~f(e,-l),f(b))-’ 
for (AlB}~@2),AnB={e, ,..., e,-,), 
A\B= {a}, B\A = (6) (3.6b) 
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is well defined and coincides with the restriction cp / o ,[. In particular we have 
rt= rR for equivalent representations f and g. 
(iii) r,. extends to a homomorphism F, : a,$‘, + R* given hi 
?,-(E,,) := - 1, (3.7a) 
i,-( T, 0, <I,, ) ) := det( f(a, 1, . . . . .f‘(a,,)) .fi)r (a,, . . . . a,,] E:#. (3.7b) 
Proof (i) We have to show F(K;$)= (1 1. Clearly F(E’)= 1. Now 
assume L is a hyperline in M and choose a, 1 az, a3 E E\L such that the 
three hyperplanes H, := a( L u {a, ). ), 1 6 id 3. are pairwise distinct. We 
must verify 
F(& XHw2 %,lIr2 . XIII,<‘, G;.o, x,,z.cq x,,;,, 1 = 1. 
By (3.2b) there exist c,, cl, cj E R* satisfying 
(‘I ..fi/, + Cl ..fHz + c3 ..ffl, = 0. 
Since fH,(a,) = 0, we obtain for i mod 3: 
fda,,,)= -‘I, I .c, ’ ..fH, ,(a,+,). 
Thus we get 
~(E’(XH,.“2’XH,lmZ).(,~II~.l,, ‘XH?:L,,)‘(XHZ.‘H.XH,IU1)) 
= -(-cj.(.l’).(-cl.c?l).(-(., ‘C2 ‘)=l. 
(ii) For [A,B)E@~), A\B={a], B\A=(h)., and H=a(AnB) we 
have 
cp( To) = d T,,, . Ti,;) =fda) .fdhlp’ 
By (3.3) and the fact that fH is determined uniquely by f up to a scalar 
factor we get that rr is well defined and rf= cp 1 liM. 
(iii) follows trivially from (ii) and Theorem 1.1. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Assume M is representable over R. 
(i) If-l#l in R, then&,w#l. 
(ii) If -1 $(R*)2, then &,+,$U&= (T’I TEU~,).. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume M is representable over R and A g: E + R” are 
tirlo representations. Then the following statements are equivalent : 
(i) fzg, 
(ii) rt= ry. 
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Proof (i) = (ii) is clear by Proposition 3.l(ii). 
(ii) j (i): Let B= (b,, . . . . 6,) be a base of M. Then there exists 
A E CL,(R) with A .f(bi) = g(b,) for 1 d id n. 
Assume b E E\B. We must show A .f(b) = g(b). Let C= C(Bu {b}) be 
the unique circuit contained in B u {b ).. We may assume C n B = 
{b , 3 . . . . b,} for some m with 1 6 m 6 II. Then there exist si, s; E R for 
1 didm such that 
f(b) = f si .f(b,), g(b) = $ S: . g(bi). 
i= I i=l 
We wish to show s, = sl for 1 6 i<m. For any such i we have B, := 
(B u (b } ) \ { bi} E 9 and therefore by assumption 
So we obtain 
A .f(b)= i s;A.f(b,)= f s; .g(b,)= g(b). 1 
i= I r=l 
The next result determines those homomorphisms r: U, -+ R* with 
r(E,) = - 1 which are of the form r = rf for some representation f: E + R”. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume r: U,+ R* is a homomorphism satisfying 
r(EM) = - 1. Then the following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is representable over R, and there exists a representation 
f: E + R” with r = rr 
(ii) Whenever V= {A,, A,, A,, A,, B,, B2) is the set of vertices of an 
octahedron in r,+, and P2( V)\@*‘= {{A,, A3j, (A,, A4}, {B,, B,}}, then 
r(TA,,B,).r(TA~.B2)+r(TA2.B,).r(TAq.B2)=1. (3.8a) 
(iii) Whenever L is a hyperline in M and a,, a2, ax, a4 E E\L are such 
that the four hyperplanes Hi = a(L u (ai}), 1 < i < 4, are pairwise distinct, 
then 
4 TH,,a4 T&J. r(TH2,a3. T&J + r(TH,,a4. T&,) . r(TH2,a, . TH’~J = 1. 2. 
(3.8b) 
Proof (ii) o (iii) is clear by Theorem 1.2. 
(i) 3 (iii): Assume (fH)HEx is related to a representation f with r = rr 
Suppose furthermore that L and a,, . . . . ad, H,, . . . . H, are as in (iii). There 
exist c, d E R* satisfying fH, = c . fH, + d . fHz. So we obtain 
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Thus Proposition 3.1 yields (3.8b). 
(iii) * (i): By Theorem 1.2 there exists a homomorphism cp: U$, + R* 
satisfying cp 1 11,, =r. For HE&C wedefine fF,:E+R*u{Oi by 
f,,(a) = 
1 
;(T 
for u~H 
H. <I 
) for a E E\H. 
By Proposition 3.1 it suffices to show that (f,),,, ,# is a system of hyper- 
plane functions for M and R. Clearly J‘; I( { 0 ). ) = H for every HE A“. Now 
assume L is a hyperline in M and a,, uz, u3 E E\L are such that the three 
hyperplanes H, = a(L u {a, 1 ), 1 6 i 6 3, are pairwise distinct. Put 
f=fH,(“3b.fH,(u3) ’ ‘fH, -.fHl+.fH,(u,)‘fH,(u,) ’ ‘fH,. 
The theorem is proved once it is shown that f E 0. Obviously f(a) = 0 for 
UEL as well as f(u,)=.f’(u,)=O. Since I=F,,.T~,~,~,.TH,~~,~.T~,-~,~. 
T&. THi,u, . Tj,lu,, we get furthermore 2. 
.fHz(U3) .frf,(%) ’ .fH,(%) = -fH,(a,) ../&(a, 1-l ..&(a,) 
and therefore f(uz) = 0. If N E H,\L for some i with 1 < i< 3 and {j, k) = 
(1, 2, 3}\{i), then by Lemma 1.3 
T i-c, H .u Ti ’ >= THY, hI:<,, 
and thus f(u) =fH,(“) .ff,,(a,) ’ ..f‘(a,) = 0. 
Finally assume a E E\( H, u H, u H,) and put H, := o(L u (u).). Then 
(3.8b) yields with a, := a: 
fH,(d ‘fH,(“, )-’ ‘fHz(“l) 
= (I -fH,(“4) ‘fH,(“,)p’ ‘fHj”,) ‘.fH,(“,) -‘I .fHL(u4) 
=,fH~(~4)--fH~(~4) ‘.fHI(u3) ’ ‘fH2(ui). 
So we obtain f(u4) = 0. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Assume M is hinay,. Then 
(i ) For an)’ commututiae ring R nlith 1 there is a canonical 
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hijection between the homomorphisms r: T, -+ R* tiith r(E,) = - 1 and the 
equivalence classes of representations of M over R. 
(ii) M is regular ij’ and only if E, $ ?y&. 
Prooj: Since M is binary, riw does not contain any octahedron. 
Therefore (i) follows directly from Corollary 2 of Proposition 3.1 and 
Theorem 3.1. Applying Corollary 1 of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 for 
R = Z we get (ii). 1 
A regular structure of a regular matroid M is by definition an 
equivalence class of representations of M over Z. Applying Corollary 1 in 
case R = Z we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. The number qf regular structures of a regular matroid M 
equals 4. [a,:lJ2,]. 1 
DEFINITION 3.2. The universal representation ring R, of M is defined 
by 
R, := zCT,III,, (3.9) 
where I, denotes the ideal of the group ring Z[U,,,] generated by 1 + c,,,, 
and all elements of the form 
for which V= {A,,A,,A3,A4, B,, B,} is the set of vertices of an 
octahedron in rM and P,(V)\SIC2’= {(A,, A3}, (AZ, A4}, {B,, B2}}. 
Remark. If M is binary then R,, = iZ[T,]/( 1 + E,,.,). 
Theorem 3.1 yields more generally 
COROLLARY 3. Assume r: T, -+ R* is a homomorphism. Then there 
exists a representation f: E + R” with r = rr tf and only if r induces a ring 
homomorphism i: R, + R. 
As a further consequence we get immediately 
THEOREM 3.2. A matroid M is representable over some commutative ring 
R (or jield F) if and only if R, # { 0 } m which case the equivalence classes 
of representations of M over a given commutative ring R correspond 
naturally in a one-to-one fashion to the homomorphisms of R, into R. 
In other words, if 
B$ := ZCX,,,. . enI I (e,, . . . . e,) E -WIJ~ 
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with J.,:, the ideal generated b>, the set 
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mj I (e, , . . . . e, ). 4 2) 
‘X c (VI. ,(.,I + XkT,li.~ L’: ,,I, J l(e,, . . . . e,,)EE”. 
t an oddpermutation in A‘,, 1 
,gcj ( - 1)’ .dr,,.,.. .c. .+,, ay,,.,.f2. ,,, ,,,)I eo, el T . . . . e,,, fz3 -.., .f,~ E 
denotes the bracket ring qf M us considered in [Wh], and if R$, is the 
localization ( B$), with respect to the mdtipficatiuely closed set S generated 
Hal the images 8,,, , ..., ‘,,, of all X ,‘,,, ,. (,“, in B$ with {e, , . . . . e,, > E 58, then R.$ 
is canonically isomorphic to the factor ring of the group ring Z[T$] module 
the ideal Z$ generated by, I,,, E Z[U,4,] c Z[Tf,] in Z[U”,], so thut R,$, can 
he viekved us the ring qf Laurent pol~~nornials in one indeterminate over R,, 
while, vice versa, R,, can be ident$ied ,vith the subring ?f R;G generated hi 
all elements of the form x ,(,, .., ‘,.,) . z,-,.:, .. _ ,,, britll {e , . . . . . e,, ), { f, , . . . . ,j;, )- E &. 
At the end of this section we want to demonstrate the significance of the 
truncated Tutte-group for ternary matroids. For this purpose we show at 
first more generally 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M he representable over R. Assume H,, H, E X, 
p(L) = n - 2 jbr L := H, n H,, and a, h E E\(H, v H,). Then the ,following 
four statements are equivalent: 
(i) For every representation f: E -+ R” of M over R we have 
rl-( TII,.,, .TH,!h)#rf(TH2.U. T&J. 
(ii) There exists some representation f: E + R” ?f M over R rcith 
rt(Tf,,,cl T,;,:,) + r1 ( TH2,‘, T;j, ,,I. 
(iii) T,,., . T& i T,,,, I1 . T&. 
(iv) p(Lu (a,b})=n. 
In particular, we have the jtillowing non-representability criterion : 
If for some matroid M there exist four bases A ,, A,, A,, A, E a&, which 
form the vertices of a pure non-degenerate quadrangle in fM and satis 
T A!,.42 = T..,,,.41’ then M is not representable. 
Proof: (i) = (ii) and (ii) 3 (iii) are trivial. 
(iii) =- (iv) follows from Lemma 1.3. 
(iv)*(i): Assume (v,, . . . . v,_,i is a base of MI L and D,,.~, E H,\L, 
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U, E H,\L. Then every equivalence class of representations of A4 over R 
contains exactly one representation g: E + R” such that g(u,) is the ith 
column of the unit matrix for 1 6 i < n. It suffices to show that for any such 
g we have 
Suppose g(a) = ‘(a,, . . . . a,), g(b) = ‘(h,, . . . . b,). Then a,- ,, a,, b,- 1, b, E 
R*, because a, b E E\(H, u Hz). So by (iv) we obtain 
0 # det( g(u, 1, . . . . do,-d, g(a), g(b))=det ("ii' bb,l) 
=- n-, b .b;(a;b,‘-(-a,~,).(-b,~,)~‘) 
This yields (i). The last assertion now follows from Theorem 1.2. 1 
For an application of this non-representability criterion see [W3, 
Sect. 61. 
In case R = IF, we get 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume f : E + iF; is a representation of M over [F,. If 
A,, A?, A,, A, are the vertices of a pure non-degenerate quadrangle then tile 
have 
rf(TA,,A* TA,.AJ = - 1. 
Proof Since F: = (1, - 1) the lemma follows directly from Proposi- 
tion 3.2. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume r: %, -+ F: is a homomorphism satisfying 
r(EM) = - 1. Then the following tbvo statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is representable over IF,, and there exists a representation 
f: E+ Fy uvith r=r,-. 
(ii) r induces a homomorphism r: t, + 5:. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) follows directly from Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) = (i) follows from Theorem 3.1 (ii) =$ (i)? because - 1 - 1 = 1 
in iF,. 1 
COROLLARY 1. For any matroid M the following two statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) M is ternary, 
(ii) ‘E,#%L. 
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ProoJ: (i) * (ii): If A4 is ternary, put r = r, for some representation 
-- 
f: E + lF;. Then, by Theorem 3.3(i) * (ii), we get r(E,&,) = - 1 and therefore 
&M 4 T;f. 
(ii)*(i): If G$77;, then there exists a homomorphism LX: f,, --f lF: 
with LX(G) = - 1. Now let r: U,w + E.$ denote the homomorphism given by 
r(T)=c((T) for TE7T,W. Then r fulfills (ii) in Theorem 3.3 and therefore M 
is ternary. 1 
Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 2 of Proposition 3.1 imply directly 
COROLLARY 2. The number of ternarjj structures ?f’ a ternar~~ matroid M 
equals f. [P,:?rL]. 
For those ternary matroids which are also binary and therefore regular 
this last result also follows from Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.1, because the 
ternary structures as well as the regular structures correspond to just those 
homomorphisms r : UM + { 1, - l> which satisfy r(EM) = - 1. However, the 
last corollary is more general since there are more ternary matroids than 
regular ones. 
For 1 6 II d m let U,,,,,, denote the uniform matroid with m elements of 
rank n; that means every subset with II elements is a base. Elementary 
computations show that G = 1, if M contains U,,,, Q,, the 
Fano-Matroid or its dual as a minor. So Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.3 
implies together with Seymour’s and Bixby’s characterization of ternary 
matroids, developed in [S, B], 
COROLLARY 3. For an)’ rnatroid M the following .four .staternents are 
equivalent : 
(i) A4 is ternary’, 
(ii) GI$ Ti,, 
(iii) G# 1, 
(iv) M does not contain Cl,,,, U,,,, the Fano-Matroid or its dual as a 
minor. 
Since T,, = 8,W for binary M we get in particular 
COROLLARY 4. For a binary matroid M the,foiiowingfour statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) M is regular, 
(ii) cnr4U;,, 
(iii) Ed # I, 
(iv) M does not contuin the Fano-Matroid or its dual as a minor. 
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This last result is an extension of Tutte’s well-known characterization of 
those binary matroids which are regular, developed in [T]. 
In a forthcoming paper (cf. [Wl]) it will be proved that quite generally 
T~,z(~)XP-.-, Tq’ = (G), (3.10) 
where m denotes the number of elements and z the number of connected 
components of M. In particular, a ternary matroid possesses 2”-’ ternary 
structures, and a regular matroid also possesses 2” ’ regular structures. 
Furthermore, Tutte’s homotopy theory will be used to prove directly, i.e., 
without using the result by Seymour and Bixby, that E,+, = 1 if and only if 
M contains U,,s, U,,,, the Fano-Matroid or its dual as a minor. 
This will, in particular, provide a new and unified proof of the results by 
Tutte, Seymour, and Bixby characterizing regular and ternary matroids. 
In contrast to (3.10) it will be shown in a further subsequent paper (cf. 
[W3]) that the structure of the non-truncated Tutte-group itself may be 
more complicated. In particular, infinitely many minimal matroids M with 
E,, E TL\( 11 and infinitely many minimal matroids M satisfying E, = 1 
will be determined. 
Finally, recall that two representations ft g: E + R” of M over R are 
called projectively equivalent, if there exists a map CI: E + R* such that f 
and c(. g are equivalent. It follows immediately from the definitions that 
this is the case if and only if rf and rR coincide on Us’ in which case the 
map CI: E + R* can be chosen to be any map from E to R* for which the 
diagram 
commutates, where a: Z” + R* is , of course, defined by E(c) := 
rI eE E a(e)“” for all c: E -+ 72 and + is defined as in Theorem 1.5. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF HOMOMORPHISMS a:U$+%$ 
FOR MINORS M’ OF THE MATROID M 
Assume M’ is a minor of M on a subset E’ of E. In addition to our 
previous conventions 9Z?’ = gM. will denote the set of its bases, P’ = &. 
the set of its hyperplanes, %Y’ = %m, the set of its circuits, p’ = pM, its rank 
function, and CC= c,,,. its closure operator. Furthermore let k := p’(E’) 
denote the rank of M’. 
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We want to construct an essentially canonical homomorphism 
u : u,;: + a,$ satisfying 2(&&f,) = EM and ~(U,&,,)ET,~. Let U,,,, 
u lOl.....Uk), u H.UY U,. u denote the image of X,.,, A’,,,. .,.. (II,, XH,u, X,:. in 
U,W> lr;;., u$, UT)>, respectively. There is a subset SG E - E’ such that 
p(S)=n-k (4.la) 
and such that a subset I of E’ is independent in M’ if and only if there 
exists a maximal independent subset I’ of S for which Iv I’ is independent 
in M, in which case we write 
M’ = (M/S) 1 E’. (4.lb) 
Assume S is chosen in this way. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let II/=$‘:[F,$:qIF,$ denote the monomorphism 
defined h? 
l)(E) := E, 
ti(&,.,) :=&cHu~i.li .fijr HEX’, aEE’\ff. 
Assume D = (dk + , , . . . . d, } i.y a base of M 1 S. Then 
(i) $ induces a homomorphism x = tls = $ : U$ + U$ . In particular 
c-d&w) = EM, (4.2a) 
a( UH,a) = Tm,,,,.s,,,, for HEX’,UEE’\H. (4.2b) 
(ii) x induces a homomorphism c(, = a:: U,, + U,&, bchich satisfies 
cc,(Ui,,.)=T.,,.,.,, for (A,B}E.+I”“. (4.3) 
In particular, T, u D,B u n does not depend on D for {A, BJ E W(2’ as long as 
D is a base of MJS. 
(iii) r, extends to a homomorphism a2 = CY~: lJ$ -+ lJ$ fklfdling 
du,, ,..... ak))=T,,, ,.., zri.~k+ ,,., d,,, for {a,,...,a,)E~‘. (4.4) 
Of course u2 depends on D and on the labelling of its elements. 
(iv) For C’ E %-’ let C(D u C’) denote the unique circuit of $$ contained 
in D v C’. c(, e.utends to a homomorphism ~1~ = as: Uzi. + I-‘& sati.~f~~ing 
“Aur..) = Tur,,cx<, for u c C’ E W. (4.5 1 
c(~ also depends on D. 
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ProoJ (i) We have to show $(W”,;) G KG‘. Clearly $(s2) = E’E Kg. 
Now assume L’ is a hyperline in M’ and a,. a,, a3 E E’\L’ are such that 
the three hyperplanes H,! = a’(L’ u [ai) ), 1 d i 6 3, are pairwise distinct. 
Putting H, = a( Hl u S) we get 
Hin H,=L for 1 <i<j<3. 
(ii) Equation (4.3) follows directly from (4.2b) because of 
a((AuD)n(BuD))=o(H’uD)=o(H’uS) 
for {A, B) E 98”‘) and H’ := a’(A n B). 
(iii) is a direct consequence of (ii) and Theorem 1.1. 
(iv) follows from (ii) and Theorem 1.2*. 
(v) is trivial because of the definitions of c1 and U’i’. 
(vi) If A r, A,, A,, A, form a pure non-degenerate quadrangle in rMs, 
then A, u D, AZ u D, A, u D, A, u D form a pure non-degenerate quad- 
rangle in r,,,. Together with (ii) we get SI( W ,,,,,) z W M. 1 
Proposition 4.1 yields directly 
COROLLARY. Assume M’ is a minor of the matroid M. Then 
(i) EM.= 1 implies ELM= 1. 
(ii) EMM’ E TX. implies EM tz T&. 
(iii) &,, = 1 implies G= 1. 
(iv) E,. E 77LS implies J~~UE 77%. 
Remarks. (i) The set S c E - E’ is in general not uniquely determined 
by M’, M and (4.la), (4.1 b). The homomorphism LX’ depends on the subset 
S of E-E’. 
EXAMPLE. If E = { 1, 2, 3, 4} and M denotes the uniform matroid U2,4 
on E, then M’ := (M/{3))( (1, 2) and (M/(4})\ { 1, 2) coincide; namely 
M’ is the uniform matroid U,,, on E’ = { 1, 2). Furthermore &?“*) = 
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(((l), {2}}}, and since U_, , A is representable over every field with at least 
three elements, Proposition 3.2 yields 
Therefore already 3, = a / T,b,, depends on the chosen subset S of E-E’. 
(ii) If M’ is a contraction of M, i.e., if M’= M/(E- E’). then 
CfVJ-p+U~ is independent of the choice of S 5 E-E’, because in this 
case for every S c E - E’ satisfying p(S) = II -I? and any A E E’ we have 
a(AuS)=o(Au(E-E’)) 
and therefore CY’ = 8 E’. 
(iii) If M’ is a restriction of M, i.e., if k = p(E’), then remark (ii) and 
dualization of (4.3) imply that US is independent of the choice of S: For 
every base D of M/E’ we have 
u,(u,,,,)- T+,,,B~D for {A, B) E Xc’,. 
In particular, if M’ and M have the same rank, then c? is independent of 
the choice of S on all of UC:, because HE X”’ implies that a(H) is the 
unique hyperplane in Y? containing H. However, in general rr depends on 
S for a restriction M’ of M. 
EXAMPLE. Let E = { 1, 2. 3 ), A4 z Cl,,,, E’ = { 1 ), and M’ = M 1 E’. Then 
M’=(M/(2])/ (l)=(M/{3})1 [l). 
But ,X’= (la}, and for H=@ we have 
T CTIHU :2: I.1 - T:zj,, f T{y., = TucHu:3:1.1. 
(iv) Finally, if M’ = (M/S) 1 E’ as above and if E” E E’ and S’ E E’- E” 
such that p’(S’) = k - p”(E”) where p” denotes the rank function of 
M”:=(M’/S’)IE”=(M/(SuS’))IE”, 
then crs”“‘:U:~:~ + UG coincides with the composition c?‘L’ E”: U$ --t 
uiy: + lr;. 
5. THE TUTTE-GROUP OF THE DIRECT SUM OF MATROIDS 
In this section we want to establish a connection between the Tutte- 
groups of some matroids M,, . . . . M, and the Tutte-group of their direct 
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sum. By an induction argument it suffices to examine the case p = 2. In 
addition to our previous notations 9?, = aA,, will denote the set of bases, 
x= XM, the set of hyperplanes, and %I$ = +Z,+,, the set of circuits of M, for 
iE { 1,2).. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume M, , M, are matroids on the disjoint finite sets 
E,, E,, and let M := M, + M, denote their direct sum on E := E, w E2. 
Then 
Proof: In view of the results in Section 1 it suffices to prove (5.la). Let 
T H,u, YH+ and G,, denote the image of X,., in U$, U$, and UT*, 
respectively. By Proposition 4.1 we get a well-defined homomorphism 
j?:%$‘,x%+U~ by 
,%M,)=kM2) :=&M? (5.2a) 
B( Y,,,) := Twv~r~u for HE&,uEE,\H, (5.2b) 
B(Z,.J := Twv~,).a for HEX2, aE E,\H. (5.2c) 
p is surjective, because for every HE 3y either H n E, E g or H n E2 E X2. 
Put u, := (EM, ‘EM2 ). Equation (5.la) is equivalent to ker b = 8,. Trivially 
T,E ker /?. Now assume L is a hyperline in M and a,, a,, a3 E E\L are 
such that the three hyperplanes Hi = o(L u {ai}), 1 < id 3, are pairwise 
distinct. At least two of these hyperplanes contain one and the same E, for 
rE{1,2}, say E,. Since L=H,nH,for l<i<j<3, E, is contained in L 
and all three hyperplanes H, , H,, H, Therefore H, \E, E X2 for 1 d i d 3, 
and L\E, is a hyperline in M,. Hence we get a well-defined 
homomorphism CO: UC --f (85, x Uc*)/U, by 
W(EM) := EM, . u, = E&f, .u,, 
4T.v.u) := 
{ 
Y (HnEl).a .uCl for E2cH,a~E1\H 
Z (Hn EZJ,Q .Tll for El E H, a E E,\H. 
w o/?: UC, x U$: ++ (lJcl x U$*)/%, is the canonical epimorphism. In 
particular ker fi E 8,. 1 
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As a special case of Proposition 5.1 we get 
COROLLARY. Assume s is a loop in the matroid M. Then for M’ = M\ {s) 
U$ r a.;:. T,,, z u ,,,‘, lr;, 2 lr~,~‘~, T’;, z lry;. x z, Q’ z U(,o,!. 
[f c is a cofoop in M, then fbr M” = M\, ( c ) 
lr$ z Iv;:: x z, 8, g u, ,.,, u;$ GA ug, u; 2 lrz.., U$’ z U$!. 
A further consequence of Proposition 5.1 is 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume M, . M, are matroids on the disjoint finite sets 
E,, E,, andptct M=M, +M,. 
(i) E,= 1 ifandonlxifE,,,,=l orEhfz=l. 
(ii) E,~IEU~ ifand on/l* ~~E~,EU:, or E,+~~EU~,. 
(iii) Ever?) minimal matroid M’ rvith the property E.~, = 1 or Ed, E U’b, 
is connected. 
Proof: For the canonical epimorphism b: U;X,; x U$ji ++ U$ we have 
ker fi = { 1, Ed, .E~~). So there exists some TE 8.2, x U,zz with E, = fl( T)’ if 
and only if {zMtlr E,+,~} = [T’, E,+,, -F~,~. T’). This yields (ii), and (i) follows 
by substituting T= 1 in this argument. 
(iii) is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii). 1 
6. THE TUTTE-GROUP OF ORIENTED MATROIDS 
Oriented matroids have been introduced in [BV]. An equivalent delini- 
tion has been given in [D2] where oriented matroids are viewed as 
chirotopes: 
DEFINITION 6.1. A chirotope (E, I), of rank n is a set E together with 
a map x: E” -+ ( 1, 0, - 1) satisfying: 
(CO) There exist e,, . . . . e,E E with X(e,, . . . . e,,) ~0. 
(Cl ) x is alternating: i.e., for all e, , . . . . e, E E and all permutations 71 
of { 1, . . . . n} we have 
x(e n(lIr -, errtn) )=sgnz.X(e ,,..., e,). 
(C2) If \b’E (1, -l), eo, eI, . . . . e,,, fz2, . . . . .f,, E E and 
w ( - 1)’ X(e,, . . . . g,, . . . . e,) x(e,,.fr, . . . . f,) 3 0 for all i = 0. . . . . n. then 
X(C 0, . ..1 P,, . . . . e,,) . X(e,, .f,, . . . . f,,) = 0 for all i = 0, _... II. 
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A chirotope (E, x),, induces a matroid M = M, on E of rank n, whose bases 
are all subsets {e,, . . . . e,} z E with ~(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
The relation between chirotope structures and the Tutte-group is 
summed up in: 
THEOREM 6.1. If (E, I),, is a chirotope of rank n and if U$ is the Tutte- 
group of the associated matroid M = M,, then x induces a homomorphism, 
also denoted by x, 
x:U$+ (1, -l):x(~~M):=-l, x(T,,,,..,,.~,):=x(~,,...,~,) 
such that for the vertices D u {a,, ai}, 1 < i < j< 4, of an octahedron in the 
base graph of M, one has 
Vice versa, zf M is a matroid of rank n, defined on the finite set E, and 
X3$+ (1, - l} is a homomorphism with x(E~) = - 1 and satisfying (6.1), 
then the associated map from E” into { 1, 0, - 1 }, also denoted by x and 
defined by 
x(e,, . . . . e,) := 
x( T,,, , . . . . en, 1 if {e,, . . . . e,} E G? 
o otherwise, 
defines a chirotope on E of rank n. 
Hence, given a matroid structure M of rank n on E, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between chirotopes (E, x),, with M, = M and homomorphisms 
x:8$+ (1, -l}, mapping Ed onto - 1 and satisfying (6.1). 
Moreover, two such homomorphisms define the same oriented matroid on 
E if and only tf they coincide on T, while they define projectively equivalent 
oriented matroids on E if and only if they coincide on U(A). 
Proof: One just has to show that for a,, . . . . a,- 2, b, , b?, b,, b, E E with 
Aa,, .-, a,-,, bi, b,) # 0 for i f; j mod 2 and X(a,, . . . . a,, ~ 2, b,, b3) = 0, one 
has 
da,, . . . . anp2, b,,b2).x(a,, . . . . anp2, b,, b2) 
=X(a,,...,a,~,,b,,b,).X(a,,...,a,~,,b,,b,) 
which follows directly from (C2), applied with respect to e, = b,, e, = b2, 
e,=b,, e,=f3=a, ,..., e,=f,=a,-,,f,=b,. 
The second assertion follows from the well-known fact that for a matroid 
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M of rank n, defined on the finite set E, an alternating map 
x: E”-+ ( 1, 0, - 1 } with x(e,, . . . . e,) # 0 if and only if (e,, . . . . e,} E g.w 
satisfies (C2) for all e,, . . . . e,, &, . . . . f,, E E if it satisfies (C2) in case 
e3=f3 ,..., e,=f,. 
The last assertion follows directly from translating definitions into each 
other. 1 
As an immediate consequence we get 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For any oriented matroid M M’e have E,~ $ T f,. 
7. THE TUTTE-GROUP OF ALGEBRAIC MATROIDS 
Assume M is an algebraic matroid defined on E of rank n; that means 
there exists a finitely generated field extension L/K of transcendence degree 
n and a map f:E+L such that for BEE with #(B)=n we have 
BE 39 = BM if and only if L is algebraic over K(f( B)). For a finitely 
generated algebraic extension K,/K2 let [K,: K,] := dim,, K, denote the 
degree of K, /K2. We want to show 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If M, L/K, and f are as above, then the homomorphism 
cp:iF$ -+ Cl* defined by, 
(P(E) := 1, 
9(x(1, ,,.., b,,,) := CL:K(f(b,), . . ..f(b.))l for (b,, . . . . 6,) EZ% 
induces a homomorphism $ = @ : T.$ + Q*. 
ProoJ: We have to show that 
if {aI, . . . . a, 2, b,,b,}Ea for ifjmod2, but (a ,,..., a,_,,b,,h,j#98. 
Put F := K(f(a,), . . . . f(a,-?)) and X, := f(h,) for 1 < i<4. We must prove 
that 
[L:F(x,, xZ)].[L:F(xJ,xr)]-‘= [L:F(x,,s,)] .[L:F(x,,x,)]-‘. 
By assumption, .y3 is algebraic over F(x, ) and X, is transcendent over 
F(.u, , x3 ). Hence 
CF(.u, 3 -y2, x3): F(s,, x,,] = [F(x,, x3): F(xu,)], 
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because any base of the extension F(x,, x,)/F(x,) is also a base of 
F(x,, x3, x2)/F(x,, x2). Similarly we have 
cm,, 123 -x3): F(x,, x2)1 = cm,, -x3): F(-%)l 
and thus 
CL:W,, x2)1. CL:F(x,, x2)1-’ 
= ce,, -x2, x3): F(x,, x2)1. ce,, -x2, .x3): ex,, 4r1 
= [F(x,, x3): F(x,)] . [F(x,, xx): F(x3)]-‘. 
Just the same argument yields 
CL:F(x,, x4)].[L:F(x3,x4)]--’ 
= CW,, 4: F(x,)l. CW,, x&WA-‘, 
and we are done. 1 
Note that this way we get for each prime number p a homomorphism 
$,: Uz + Z such that 
II/(T) = n JwT) for all TE UC. 
Note also that for any extension 9”’ : UX, + Q* of $ I TM : T, + CD*, one 
has 
ti”V,,: T;,:,) = [IL: K(fWL f(a))1 . CL:K(f(W, f(b))1 -‘3 
while, for any extension $“: UC + Q* of $1 TM, one has 
$“(T,, T;,b) = CK(f(C)): fW(C\a))l . CNf(c)): W-(C\b))l-‘. 
Finally, note that for any torsion element TE U,, one has necessarily 
$(T) = 1, which gives interesting relations for the degrees of the associated 
extensions. 
8. THE TUTTE-GROUP OF UNIFORM MATROIDS 
In this section we want to determine completely the structure of the 
Tutte-group of uniform matroids and prove 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume M is the uniform matroid U,,, defined on E; that 
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means # (E) = m and everja subset of E lvith n elements is a base of M. Th 
tee have 
I-; z (ET&,) x z(t) z (L/2Z) x zq (8.la) 
(8.lb) 
u:; z (Z/22) x ZK’) ‘, (8.1~) 
(8.le) 
Proof Since every subset of E with n elements is a base of M, Wf, is 
generated by E’ and all elements of the form E ‘X,,,, .,_ U,j. A’$,, _,. “~,“,) for 
(a,, . . . . a, 1 E 9SM and an odd permutation T E C,. Thus (8.1;) ’ follows 
directly from the definition of UC, because M contains (r) bases. Equation 
(8.1 b) follows immediately from (8.la) and Theorem 1.1. The hyperplanes 
of M are the subsets of cardinality n - 1, and thus (8.1~) is a direct conse- 
quence of (8.lb), Theorem 1.2, and the formula (z)+ (nm,)= (W’z’). 
Similarly, (8.1 b) and Theorem 1.2* yield (8.ld), because the circuits of M 
are the subsets of cardinality n + 1. Finally, (8.le) is trivial in case m = n, 
because then ?rE) = T, = (E,,,) ?Z2/22. For m>n, (8.le) follows from 
(8.1 b) and Theorem 1.5, because in this case M is connected. 1 
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